
Chapter 46 

1942 

 

This, and the other year-by-year Chapters, seek to provide a snapshot of some of the 

happenings each year, together with some notes on various matters of interest that 

occurred in that year (such as the demise of the tramcars and the abortive attempt to 

introduce paper money in 1941). 

 

The first 7-mile-long (11.3 km) stretch of the Trans-Isthmian Highway (aka the Boyd1-

Roosevelt Highway) opening in January 1942, with the Highway being completed in 

December 1944 (but with traffic limited only to authorised military traffic)2.   The US also 

constructed the 61-mile (98.2 km) Rio Hato link of the Inter-American (Pan-American) 

Highway (see below) - from La Chorrera to Rio Hato, which was completed in July 19423.  

Other roads, and a bridge across the Canal were other projects to be completed.   

Screen capture from wartime newsreels showing 
the construction of the new highway alongside the 
Canal in 1942 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Air patrols over the Caribbean and Pacific from Panama had begun by 1940, and by 

February 1942, they included B-18 bombers from David participating in Pacific patrols 

(which also involved aircraft operating from Guatemala and Ecuador) and PBY Catalina 

 
1  Augusto Samuel Boyd Briceño had been briefly President from December 1939, when President 
Arosemena died in office, serving until after the following elections and leaving office 1 October 1940.  The 
Trans-Isthmian Highway was therefore begun during his short administration. 
2  This was the first transcontinental highway in the Americas, albeit that Panama is only around 40 miles 
across at its narrowest point. In the modern form of the Transistmica, it continues in use today. 
3  Although the Public Roads Administration was responsible for these projects, the Army was affected 
because of the drain upon manpower and matériel, and the added transportation load. 



flying-boats from the Canal Zone operating out to, and from, as far away as the Galapagos 

Islands in the Pacific.  As already mentioned, it was felt that the greatest threat from air 

attack (or landings) came from this side, rather than the Caribbean side. 

 

However, in 1942, patrols were limited to daylight hours due to inexperience in night 

flying, lack of suitable facilities at the airfields and a lack of radar-equipped aircraft4. 

 

By 7 December 1941, basic plans for the defence of the Caribbean and the Panama Canal 

had been rapidly taking shape, and the programme was further expanded during 1942, 

with the development of bases at on Taboga Island, at the Pacific end of the Canal; and at 

Almirante, Chorrera, and Mandiga in Panama, as well as in surrounding countries5.  

 

As we have seen previously, the defence arrangements for the Atlantic/Caribbean side 

differed from those for the Pacific.  This was due to the thinking that what was seen as an 

outer ring of defences in Puerto Rico and Caribbean islands offered greater protection and 

more likelihood of an early warning, and interdiction of potential attackers.  It was felt 

that, aside from nuisance attacks (or sabotage), the chief threat to the Canal Zone and 

facilities themselves from the Caribbean side was for small landings from U-Boats6.  The 

main threat in the Caribbean and affecting the Canal, at least indirectly, were the activities 

of U-Boats, attacking allied shipping. 

 

The primary US Navy naval strategy in the Atlantic areas from 1942 was the destruction of 

U-Boats operating (including in the so-called Wolf Packs) in the Gulf of Mexico, Caribbean 

 
4  The only 2 successful anti-submarine combat missions of the Sixth Air Force in the Panama Sea Frontier 

involving the sinking of U-boats were that the 45th Bomb Squadron was credited with sinking the U-654 off 
Colón on 22 August 1942; and the 59th Bomb Squadron damaged U-153 on 6 July 1942 (it being later sunk by 
the destroyer, USS Landsdowne): Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, 
Panama Canal Commission: https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 
5  At Salinas in Ecuador; Barranquilla in Colombia; Curaçao in the Netherlands West Indies; Puerto Castilla in 
Honduras; on the Gulf of Fonseca and at Corinto, Nicaragua. 
6  2 such landings from U-Boats took place in the US in June 1943, with a total of 8 German agents being 
landed – all of whom were soon captured. 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j


and the Atlantic.  This was to include the use of surface craft, aircraft and submarines 

operating from Panama.   

 

As on the Pacific front, by February 1942 air patrols using B-18 bombers were operating 

over the Caribbean coasts, not just that of Panama, but also other Central American coasts 

together with the coast of Colombia. 

 

The US Navy eventually took over the Transit Guard functions for ships passing through 

the Canal from 20 February 1942, using Marines from Rodman or Coco Solo.  The Navy 

employed 5 or 6 officers and around 350 marines, with 25 to 30 sailors attached. 

 

The Navy adopted a system with 5 types of guard – 

• Ship’s guard or full guard (the standard Transit Guard arrangement); 

• Hazardous cargo guard – for ships carrying hazardous cargo and temporarily 

located at the piers, docks, anhorages or moorings; 

• Emergency guard – a reserve force available to the Port Captain in the event of 

riot, mutiny, fire, attempted sabotage etc; 

• Naval boarding party guard – for placing on ships in Canal waters, to protect it and 

assit in clearance of the vessel; and 

• Courtesy guards – for use on vessels of other than the US Navy in transit. 

 

Precautions taken aboard a transiting ship included ensuring that any guns were unloaded 

and then guarded7. 

 

 
7  Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, Panama Canal Commission: 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j


Building a bomb shelter at Balboa Flats in 

19428 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the same way as the ground defences of the Canal Zone improved during the war, the 

aerial elements of its defences were upgraded and added to as the conflict progressed.   

However, a shortage of US Navy patrol aircraft into 1942 meant that US Army aircraft 

continued to be used to supplement patrol activity, until they could be gradually replaced 

by Navy aircraft. 

 

Caribbean Defense Command was officially activated in February 1942.  However, as we 

have seen, there were ongoing problems in coordinating operations between the 

Command (an Army entity) and the Navy (the 15th Naval District covered the Canal Zone 

and adjacent waters, and being part of the 10th Fleet) – with coordination expected by 

means of “mutual cooperation”.   

 

In February 1942, a memorandum drafted for the Caribbean Defense Command outlined a 

theoretical attack by a Japanese task force consisting of aircraft carriers, cruisers, 

destroyers, and submarines.  The final assessment of the exercise was simply that the 

Canal and its waterways were susceptible to attack, and that it was necessary to bring in 

both additional heavy bombers and experienced personnel to operate them9. 

 
8  https://pcmc.domains.uflib.ufl.edu/object-of-the-day/building-a-bomb-shelter/  
9  https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd 

https://pcmc.domains.uflib.ufl.edu/object-of-the-day/building-a-bomb-shelter/
https://digitalcommons.fiu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3672&context=etd


 A typical air raid shelter built in the Canal Zone 

 

Despite Panama being far from any war zone, the fear of bombing (and a potential 

Japanese attack) was such that, on 5 March 1942, the New York Times reported that 

protection for the civilian population in the Canal Zone was being provided against 

possible air attack, saying that 431 air raid shelters were being built. 

  

Building an air raid shelter Balboa Flats in 1942 

 

Early in March 1942, both Secretary of War Stimson and Robert Watson-Watt, the British 

radar expert, examined Panama defences and reported the existence of disturbing 

weaknesses.  See Chapter 26 on the introduction of radar in Panama. 

 



Honour Guard, 760th 
Military Police Battalion 
in 1942 (Dick Burch) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Despite improvements and reinforcements, a report to President Roosevelt from the 

Secretary of War in March 1942 said that – 

“The problem 

1. At present the Canal is vulnerable to a sufficiently heavy air attack.  Such an 

attack from one carrier might be sufficient.  From two or three carriers it would 

have a strong chance of success 

On the other hand, a successful attack from adjacent land bases in Central or 

South America is not considered likely owing to the difficulty which an enemy 

would have on concentrating sufficient planes on a secret base within 

sufficiently short range. 

2. A heavy successful attack at either of two places might, by draining Gatun Lake, 

close the Canal for over two years. 

3. After a carrier has released its planes for attack, no subsequent means of 

defense against those planes can sufficiently ensure the safety of the Canal. 

4. Therefore by far the most effective defense is by a long distance patrol to 

intercept and destroy the carrier before she gets within range of the Canal”. 

[and] 

“In summary. 



While the Canal is not at present in danger of a sustained land attack, it is in 

danger at almost any time from surprise raids from sea and air.  There is the 

possibility of very serious damage from such raids.  This possibility can be 

greatly minimized by steps which can be taken and completed with 

comparative speed and cheapness. 

The Command is well aware of these dangers and has shown very 

commendable energy in seeking to take steps which I have above enumerated.  

Every support should be given to these efforts.  The Canal is such a vital asset to 

our war effort and that effort could be so impaired by the Canal being put out 

of action that these comparatively small steps which will secure the 

minimization of the danger should be given the highest priority10”. 

 

The theatre commander in 1941-42 thought that the air defences of the Canal Zone 

should be dedicated to the initial and main purpose, i.e. defence of the Canal, and not be 

looked upon as available for wider operations in the theatre11.  However, 1942 saw the 

Caribbean Air Force command created, modelled on the structure created in the 

Continental USA. 

 1942 Secretary of War Henry Stimson L & Lt Gen Frank M 
Andrews in Panama (Press Photo) 

 

 

 

 

After several organisational changes and the 

establishment of the USAAF in 1942, the Sixth Air 

Force became the controlling Air Force command 

authority for USAAF activities in the Caribbean, as 

 
10  http://docs.fdrlibrary.marist.edu/PSF/BOX6/t71q08.html  
The original of the 1942 report by Secretary of War Stimson to President Roosevelt (preserved at the 
Franklyn D Roosevelt Presidential Library and Museum), the President’s response, dated 16 March 1942. 
11  Ibid. 

http://docs.fdrlibrary.marist.edu/PSF/BOX6/t71q08.html


well as in Central and South America.  For more information on Sixth Air Force see the 

Chapter containing summaries on air units. 

 

Construction of an air base on the Galapagos Islands began in 1942 and, in May 1942, the 

first USAAF bombers reached the base. 

 

Between April and September 1942, malaria reached epidemic proportions among the 

increasing numbers of US troops (see the Chapter 21 on disease and illness for more 

information). 

 

Accommodation built during the pre-war and wartime expansion of the defences typically 

constructed with wood framing, these structures were intended to last only a few decades 

(given the climate and termites) and, with a few exceptions, emphasis was placed on 

function rather than aesthetics.  In addition, shopping and leisure facilities had to be 

provided, including cinemas and such things as the baseball field laid out on the parade 

ground at Fort Amador12. 

 

The Navy established advance bases during 1942 and 1943 on Taboga Island, on the 

Galapagos Islands, at Corinto in Nicaragua, Salinas in Ecuador, as well as at Chorrera and 

Mandinga in Panama13. 

 

In May 1942, the US and Panama finally signed the Defense Sites Agreement (and a 

parallel exchange of notes in Washington14) allowing for the lease of what eventually 

became a total of 134 sites outside the Canal Zone to be used for the protection of the 

Canal, with the occupation of the sites to end 1 year after the end of the war15.  The 

 
12  https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/19/defense-of-panama-canal-batteries-and-accommodation/ 
13  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
14  The Twelve-Point Agreement of 1942, an understanding concerning the settlement of 12 outstanding 
problems in the relations between the two countries: 
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467 
15  As we shall see, these were actually given all up in 1948 (after a dispute, dealt with in a later Chapter, 
which also led to political unrest in Panama).  This was despite a caveat in the 1942 agreement that, “If 

https://weaponsandwarfare.com/2019/11/19/defense-of-panama-canal-batteries-and-accommodation/
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467


agreements provided for a new, simpler procedure for the US to acquire defence sites 

outside the Canal Zone16.  See the Chapter 37 on the 1942 Bases Agreement and 1947 

Filós-Hines Agreement. 

 

All the US-built buildings and structures on the new defence sites would be US property, 

and it could remove them even before the end of the Agreement, and neither party was 

obliged to repair or replace any damage caused to the facilities.  The US was not obliged 

to return the sites in their original condition, nor could the Panamanian Government 

recover any compensation for any improvements that might be needed.  However, the 

Panamanian Government assumed the cost of any necessary expropriations, as well as 

compensation and expenses due in respect of buildings, facilities, crops etc. 

 

Some of the defence sites were small areas for observation towers, searchlight or gun 

emplacements.  Others were outlying uninhabited islands; some were broad pastures or 

cleared jungle made into landing fields.  The total amounted to many thousands of acres.  

The Agreement stipulated that "The Republic of Panama retains its sovereignty over the 

areas" and that all buildings "shall become the property of the Republic of Panama upon 

the termination of their use by the United States".  The bases were to be evacuated 1 year 

after ratification of a definitive treaty of peace not just after a cease-fire17. 

 

Further improved defences were introduced during the defence sites expansion 

programme, with control points, machine gun positions protected by barbed wire and 

sandbags and steel doors on the stairs to the control towers.  At the same time, the 

 
within that period the two Governments believe that, in spite of the cessation of hostilities, a state of 
international insecurity continues to exist which makes vitally necessary the continuation of the use of any 
of the said defence bases or areas, the two Governments shall again enter into mutual consultation and shall 
conclude the new agreement which the circumstances require”: 
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467 
16  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USA/USA-WH-Guard/USA-WH-Guard-13.html 
17  The Untold Story of Panama by Earl Harding (Athene Press Inc), 1959: 
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp 

https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1948v09/d467
https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USA/USA-WH-Guard/USA-WH-Guard-13.html
https://archive.org/details/untoldstoryofpan012635mbp


Governor was instructed to tighten security at pier areas and aboard ships – especially 

where persons with packages boarded ships transiting the Canal18. 

 

More than half a billion dollars was expended in the immediate pre-war and wartime 

periods in the Caribbean Defense Command area, with $234 million  under the direct 

supervision of the Panama Canal Department19. 

Facilities built included 9 airbases and aerodromes, 10 posts for ground forces, 30 aircraft 

warning stations, 634 searchlight and anti-aircraft gun positions 

 

Until November 1941, the security guard role had seen each of the 3 infantry regiments 

responsible for a 1-month period in turn; with 3 battalions involved in the Lock Guard and 

Utility Guard (with a further battalion employed in the Transit Guard role aboard ships).  

However, it was then announced that the 33rd Infantry Regiment was to be redeployed 

elsewhere in the Caribbean, and roles were reassigned, with the 2nd Field Artillery 

Battalion taking over the Transit Guard role from 12 December 1941. 

 

The Pearl Harbor attack had resulted in a further considerable tightening of security, and 

in late December the 150th Infantry Regiment arrived in Panama to replace the 33rd 

Regiment and, after a brief period of training, this new unit took on the Lock and Utility 

Guard roles from early January 1942.   

 

On 15 April 1942, a new Security Command took over responsibility for the Lock Guard 

and Utility Guard functions, with the Mobile Force sole responsibility being land defence 

of the Canal up to the locks enclosures. 

 

Other work undertaken by men involved in the Utility Guard included guarding the enemy 

alien camp at Balboa 1941-42, and providing temporary guards for the detained Italian 

 
18  Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, Panama Canal Commission: 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 
19  Ibid. 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j


liner Conte Biancamano (see Chapter 45 for details of the treatment of the Italian 

entertainers aboard the ship when it was detained) and the French vessel Nemour.20 

 

 

Driving Concrete Piles, Mindi Dock at the Atlantic terminal, July 1942. 

 

ROADS AND HIGHWAYS At the start of the war mobility fo forces in Panama was 

hampered by the inadequate roads system.  Before the 

Republic became a part of the defensive area for the Canal, 

there was seen to be little need for a road system outside of 

the Canal Zone.  This situations changed as the US acquired 

the defence sites in the Republic. 

 

 
20  Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, Panama Canal Commission: 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j


Funds for road contsruction was not available pre-war, or 

their maintenance.  In fact, by 1940, less than 100 miles (161 

km) of the planned 207 miles (333 km) had been completed, 

and 43 miles (69 km) of these were unsurfaced.  

 

As mentioned above, the first 7-mile-long (11.3 km) stretch 

of the Trans-Isthmian Highway (aka the Boyd-Roosevelt 

Highway) opened in January 1942. 

 

A swingbridge was built over the southern end of the 

Miraflores Locks.  At first use was limited to official 

transportation but, when work on the Third Locks Project 

was suspended in early 1942, it was opened to the public. 

 

The Construction Quartermaster and the Panama Canal 

Department engineers (often using troops as labour) built 

the roads, while roads in the Canal Zone for use by the 

general public were built by the Municipal Engineering 

Division of the Panama Canal. 

 

250 miles of highway was to be built in Panama (a total of 

670 miles or 1,078 km of Panama roads were used during the 

war), at a cost of $9 million, with maintenance costs of $1 

million by September 1946.  By September 1946, only 114 

miles (183.5 km) of highway was being maintained by the 

Army, with 25 miles (40 km) being off-Post21. 

 

See below for a note on the Inter-American Highway. 

 
21  Ibid. 



 

The Trans-Isthmian Highway in 1943 

 

Above and below: the Trans-Isthmian Highway under construction in 1939 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 



 

 

Total costs to 1946 for major installations built during the defence expansion 



 

The US was given full and exclusive jurisdiction over its own civil and military personnel in 

the new areas that were leased; as well as the right to arrest, try and convict anyone 

committing crimes against the safety of the installations involved (except that any 

Panamanian citizens had to be handed over the Panama authorities for trial and 

punishment).  The agreements set the annual rent to be paid to private landowners, as 

well the US agreeing to undertake the completion of the Pina-Rio Providencia highway 

and the Madden Dam22 road bypass into Panama City23. 

  

As explained earlier, when the US entered World War 2, Army transportation in the Canal 

Zone, as elsewhere overseas, was a responsibility of the Quartermaster Corps.  The 

creation of the new and separate Transportation Corps in July 1942 brought no immediate 

change.  In February 1942, the Panama Canal Department quartermaster had set up an 

Army Transport Division, which dealt with ocean-going shipping and rail transportation, 

and an Area Transportation Division, which operated and maintained the smaller ships 

and harbour craft employed locally to forward troops and supplies to outlying stations.  

 

The Army Transportation Division relied extensively upon the facilities and personnel of 

the Canal establishment, with its modern piers and warehouses at Cristobal and Balboa 

and on the Panama Railroad. 

 

On the other hand, the Army Transportation Division had to procure, man, operate, and 

maintain its own local fleet.  Its primary mission was to serve US military installations that 

could be reached most conveniently by water.  Although it functioned at both ends of the 

isthmus, serving numerous isolated airfields, air warning stations, and other installations, 

 
22  In 1931, what became the Madden Dam was begun up the Chagres River near a small town called 
Alajuela.  The dam was named Madden, after US Congressman Martin B Madden, Chair of the House 
Appropriations Committee, who played an important role in support of the project. The dam would not only 
help control the tremendous floods of the Chagres, but also hold water in reserve for periods when traffic 
through the canal was at its highest point: http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2012-01-05  
23  Ibid. 

http://www.panamahistorybits.com/article.asp?id=2012-01-05


its activity centred on the Pacific side where US bases extended from Guatemala as far 

south as the Galapagos Islands and Peru.  The Division therefore set up its headquarters at 

Balboa, where it secured pier, marine repair, and storage facilities.  From a small nucleus 

of boats already in the Canal Zone, it ultimately developed an adequate fleet of shallow-

draft freighters, tugs, barges, and other small craft.  A number of larger vessels, including 

tankers, were also acquired to supply the more distant outlying bases.  

  

Aside from 50 purse seiners fishing boats, procured by the Chief of Transportation on the 

US West Coast for the Aircraft Warning Service and delivered to Panama in the Spring of 

1942, most of the newly acquired vessels were forwarded to the Canal Zone from the New 

Orleans Port of Embarkation. 

 

By 1 June 1942, the Panama Canal Department had 197 harbour boats in operation.  

However, a problem, never completely solved, was the procurement of competent crews.  

Many of the civilians who delivered the craft from the US were unwilling to remain, since 

their families could not be brought to Panama and the pay scale was not attractive.  

Others stayed a while but left as soon as possible.  The local activation in July 1942 of the 

160th Quartermaster Boat Company, stationed at Corozal, afforded some relief and, 

despite a general lack of seafaring experience, these men developed into competent 

marine officers after a period of training under licensed personnel.   The manning problem 

was eased in 1943, however, as the construction programme began to taper off and new 

men became available who were willing to remain in Panama rather than return to the US 

and risk possible induction into the forces.   

 

Motor transport, although restricted by the poor roads and rough terrain, had a significant 

role in Panama.  The Panama Canal Department depended upon a motorised 

Quartermaster regiment, which by March 1942 operated an Atlantic and a Pacific motor 

pool, together with a dispatch pool of staff cars.  The tractor-trailer combinations used by 

this regiment proved valuable at the piers and for large shipments to the Quartermaster 



sub-depot at Rio Hato.  The Trans-Isthmian Highway, supplementing the railroad and the 

Canal, was subsequently to permit rapid movement of troops and supplies by motor 

transport between Cristobal and Balboa.  Connecting Colon to Madden Dam in 

Panamanian territory, completed in 1941, its purpose was to provide an alternate means 

of travel to the Panama Railroad in the event of bombing or sabotage24. 

 

Transportation was heaviest at the Canal Zone in 1942 when the construction work was 

greatest.  A total of 738,839 measurement tons of Army cargo was received at Cristobal 

and Balboa during the year, the bulk of it arriving on military transports, with minor 

tonnages carried by commercial vessels. 

 

On 7 July 1942, an agreement was signed which provided for the detail of a US military 

officer to serve as an adviser to the Panamanian Minister for Foreign Affairs25. 

 

The US Navy air base at Salinas in Ecuador was commissioned as NAS Salinas in August 

194226. 

 

In mid-1942, with the build-up of resources in Panama, the obsolete P-26A that the USAAF 

still had to hand were just in the way and it was proposed that they be “loaned” to the 

Panama Defense Forces (on they understanding they were not to be returned).  However, 

Panama lacked the budget to fund a fighter squadron or train the pilots required – and 

with the US commitment to defence there was no practical need (and they were 

eventually supplied to Guatemala).   

 

As explained (in detail) in Chapter 53 on the U-boat war, until June 1942, U-Boats had only 

entered the outer reaches of the Panama Sea Frontier.  Plans for anti-submarine patrols 

 
24  https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/candc/candc2016.pdf  
25  https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1942v06/ch63  
26  Security and Defense of the Panama Canal 1903-2000 by Charles Morris, Panama Canal Commission: 

https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j 

https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/candc/candc2016.pdf
https://history.state.gov/historicaldocuments/frus1942v06/ch63
https://original-ufdc.uflib.ufl.edu/AA00047733/00001/6j


by aircraft had been approved in January 1942, being a scaled-down to match the 

available resources, and the “Battle of the Caribbean” is said to have begun in February. 

 

On 19 August 1942, the tug Alhajuela was struck by a US Navy seaplane and burst into 

flames.  6 Panama Canal employees were killed in that accident and 8 of the 10-man crew 

of the seaplane also perished. The tug was towed to Mt. Hope dry dock and rebuilt, and 

returned to service 9 months later. 

 

On 22 August, a B-18 achieved the only sinking of a U-boat by a bomber from the VI 

Bomber Command based in Panama.  The day before, a USAAF bomber had attacked and 

damaged a US submarine in the outer harbour at Balboa. 

 

In the Canal Zone, in August 1942 the PT Boat base on the island of Taboga was 

commissioned. 

 

Further Navy Seabees27 arrived in September 1942 and December 1943 as a replacement 

for an earlier detachment, and served in the 15th Naval District.  Due to the difficulty of 

procuring civilian labour for work in outlying areas, both units were used mainly at the 

advance bases.  However, some were stationed within the Zone, to operate power houses 

and perform specialised maintenance work28. 

 

In September 1942, the telephone wire system in Panama included 22 wire sets and 96 

machines, providing tactical, administrative and weather communication nets.29 

 

After January 1943, U-boats were never again a serious threat in the Caribbean. 

 
27  US Naval Construction Battalions.  Currently, the US Navy describes their function as providing responsive 
military construction support to Navy, Marine Corps and other forces in military operations, constructing 
base facilities and conducting defensive operations.  Seabees also perform specialised construction such as 
water well drilling and battle damage repair. 
28  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 
29  United States Army in World War II.: The technical services by George Raynor Thompson, Dixie R Harris, 
Pauline M Oates and Dulany Terrett (US Army, Office of Military History, Department of the Army, 1957) 

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html


 

1942-1944 was to see an enormous increase in the tempo of construction activity for the 

Navy, the major effort being concentrated in 3 categories – 

• fuel storage; 

• ship-repair facilities; and  

• the development of several advance bases to support distant air patrols.30  

  

 
30  https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html 

https://www.ibiblio.org/hyperwar/USN/Building_Bases/bases-18.html


FERRIES AND BRIDGES 

 

The President Roosevelt 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

One feature or life in the Panama and the Canal Zone that was definitely affected by 

increased demand during the war period was the ferry service across the Continental 

Divide and at the Pacific entrance to the Canal.   

 

Given the larger number of automobiles and that a new central highway was to be opened 

linking all the way from Chiriqui to Panama City, in 1931 the Panama Canal Mechanical 

Division had built 2 ferries31. 

 

In August 1940, the US Army added another ferry service using petrol-powered barges to 

meet military needs and to serve the new townships and Army and Naval installations 

being developed in the lead-up to the war32.  These serves were aided by the Miraflores 

swing bridge of June 1942, intended to alleviate pressure on the ferries.33 

 
31  Presidente Amador and Presidente Washington. 
32  http://www.alonso-roy.com/cp/cp-07-eng.html  
33  Ibid. 

http://www.alonso-roy.com/cp/cp-07-eng.html


The Miraflores swing bridge 
in 1943 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In November 1942, the fleet of ferries across the divide was increased34 to improve 

efficiency, having been a 24-hour service since 1935, and having been relocated to the 

Balboa area in 1932 – having begun with 2 ferries and making the crossing near the Pedro 

Miguel Locks, with a crossing time of 1 hour.  The ferries were 155-feet long and could 

carry up to 500 passengers and 50 cars.  It was the opening of the Bridge of the Americas 

in 1962 (originally as the Thatcher Bridge, replacing the Thatcher Ferry) that consigned the 

ferries to history.35 

 
34  The Presidente Porras. 
35  https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/historia-ferry-canal-panama/  
The idea of a bridge had been proposed and accepted by the Panamanian Government as early as in 1923, 
and an agreement negotiated by President Rodolfo Chiari in 1926 included provision for such a bridge, but 
dependent on the development of the associated road network.  Subsequent administrations in the 1930s 
and 1940s also endorsed the idea of a bridge, but it was only with the Remón-Eisenhower Treaty of 1955 
that the US committed to building such a bridge: http://www.alonso-roy.com/cp/cp-07-eng.html  

https://www.panamaviejaescuela.com/historia-ferry-canal-panama/
http://www.alonso-roy.com/cp/cp-07-eng.html


 Ferry terminal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Pedro Miguel ferry36 

 The Thatcher Ferry, only finally replaced by the Bridge 
of the Americas in 196237 

  

 
36  http://www.zonianlady.com/canalzonememories.html  
37  https://www.elistmopty.com/2021/06/el-viejo-thatcher-ferry.html  
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THE LOSS OF THE SURCOUF 

 

In February 1942, an unfortunate accident saw the large Free French submarine Surcouf 

sunk after a collision with a freighter on Caribbean side of the Canal, 80 miles from the 

Canal Zone38.   

 

The Surcouf was the largest submarine in the World before the war, and was launched in 

1929 – being 361 feet (110 Meters) long and having a displacement of 3,304 tons (3,357 

tonnes).  It could travel 10,000 miles (16,093 km) at 10 knots (maximum surface speed 

was 18 knots, its submerged speed was 8½ knots). 

 

It carried 2 x 8-inch (203 mm) guns in a single turret, and had a hangar aft of the conning 

tower for a small, 2-seat monoplane seaplane, as well as a 16-feet (4.9 meters) motor-

boat. It more conventional armament comprised a total of 22 torpedoes. 

 

She escaped the German invasion in 1940.  Fleeing to Britain, it then had to be forcibly 

taken over by the Royal Navy (2 British and a French sailor were killed in a skirmish).  After 

a refit, it was handed over to the Free French and eventually sent to Bermuda. 

 

It took part if the capture of the islands of St Pierre et Miquelon off Newfoundland in 

December 194039.  Then, in January 1942, she set sail for the Pacific via the Canal, first 

calling into the US Navy submarine base at New London to refuel and load torpedoes. 

 

Initially, it was said that the submarine was lost because both vessels were operating at 

night without lights due to the U-Boat threat; but a later French inquiry claimed that the 

submarine had been lost in a “friendly fire” incident, after being attacked by US aircraft. 

 
38  Kelshall, Gaylord T.M. The U-Boat War in the Caribbean United States Naval Institute Press (1994). 
39  The neutral US, which had given undertakings to the Vichy Government of non-interference in its 
territories, objected and requested that the Free French withdraw, but De Gaulle refused and, in due course, 
the US backed down. 



 

 

 

THE INTER-AMERICAN HIGHWAY 

 

The objective of the Inter-American Highway was to link the US to Mexico City and the 

capital cities of the Central American republics and Panama by paved highway.  The 

programme was initiated in 1932, but only finally completed in 1967, when the final 

construction north of Panama City was completed.  Mexico constructed and paid for its 

roughly 1,600 miles between Laredo, Texas, and the Guatemala border. The 1,600 miles 

between Guatemala’s north border and Panama City was accomplished with US and the 

republics' funds. 

 

In 1923, the USAAS began aerial surveys, conducted with several Central American 

countries, but these were not directly linked to the creation of a highway across the 

region.  In 1929, representatives of Mexico, United States and Central American states 

met in Panama to establish the Inter-American Highway Commission40 charged with 

planning a highway from Panama to the US–Mexico border. Field reconnaissance began in 

Panama and Honduras in 1930, and the Commission met in Panama in 1931 to discuss a 

 
40  Development of the Inter-American Highway by E. W. James, Chief, Division of Highway Transport, US 
Bureau of Public Roads, Washington DC (Purdue University), 1937: 
https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=207
8&context=roadschool  

https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2078&context=roadschool
https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2078&context=roadschool


tentative route, this expanding by 1933 to Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras and 

Guatemala, about 1,400 miles41. 

 

The Bureau of Public Roads was designated as the US agency on all matters related to the 

survey, design and construction of the highway.  However, progress was rather slow until 

from 1932 to 1942.  During these first 10 years, route location was accomplished and was 

perhaps one of the first attempts to do this with aerial photography. 

 

A field office of the US Bureau of Public Roads was reopened in Panama City in 1935, and 

later an office was opened in Costa Rica42.  The Panamanian Government undertook to 

build a bridge over the Chiriqui River, with construction of the foundations for this bridge 

begun by the Panamanian Government under the supervision of US engineers in 193643. 

By 1940, with the outbreak of war in Europe, the US felt it necessary to establish a more 

direct route to Panama.  While air links to Panama had been established and improved, 

the chief communications remained to be by sea, a long journey from either the East or 

West Coasts of the US.  However, having been begun during the war, it would be after it 

that the eventual Inter-American Highway from the US to Panama was completed. 

 

Many pieces of what were to become part of the Highway were constructed prior to 1940 

and by the individual countries involved, but these only existed between major cities and 

were not in a very good state.  

 

In Panama, the route made use of the ferry at Balboa to cross the Continental Divide.  It 

also incorporated the Thatcher Highway that ran from the Canal to Arraijan, and a new 

 
41  The US Bureau of Public Roads published the report on the survey in 1934. 
42https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2
078&context=roadschool  
43https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2
078&context=roadschool  
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section of road between there and Chorrera.  It followed the existing Central Highway up 

to the Costa Rica border near the Lanas de Canas Gordas44. 

 

When, in 1946, the Highway was ready for inspection by US diplomats and engineers, in 

reality it was far from complete – most of it was only passable by Jeep, although the basic 

route had been laid out. 

 

While after Pearl Harbor and during World War 2, accelerated work on the highway was a 

part of the war effort, but with the ending of the war, US funds were curtailed and 

progress again slowed down until final completion was only accomplished in 1967.45 

 

 

Panama transportation systems in mid-1980s showing the Pan-American Highway46 

 
44https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2
078&context=roadschool  
45  https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/infrastructure/blazertoc.cfm  
46  https://www.marines.mil/Portals/1/Publications/Panama%20Study_2.pdf  

https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=2078&context=roadschool
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Having opened to through traffic in 1963, it was finally completed in 1967, being a 

continuous road – sometimes only of gravel or dirt, from Mexico to Panama, some 3,349 

miles (5,390 km).  The only part constructed without any form of US aid was a 1,600-mile 

(2,575 km) section in Mexico, running to the Guatemala border area, and this opened in 

1950. 

 

The Highway is now a part of the Pan American Highway47, which runs all the way to 

Argentina (except from a break between the Darien province in Panama and neighbouring 

Colombia). 

 

1942: the dredger Gamboa awaiting 
passage through Monte Lirio Bridge for 
work on the Pipeline through Gatun 
Lake (see below).  The Gamboa was a 
sister dredge to the Cascadas and 
Paraiso dipper dredges.   Monte Lirio 
Bridge is seen preparing to lift its lift 
section and the large counterweight 
can be seen on the bridge48 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
47  The Fifth International Conference of American States, which met at Santiago, Chile in 1923, first 
considered the possibility of con structing modern highway communication from the northern part of North 
America to the southern part of South America: 
https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=https://www.bing.com/&httpsredir=1&article=207
8&context=roadschool  
48  http://www.czimages.com/CZMemories/Pipelineproject/ml2.htm  
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THE USO 

 

United Service Organizations (USO) was the rough equivalent in roles performed by 

Britain’s ENSA, NAAFI and voluntary bodies, and offered wholesome recreation to millions 

of US servicemen outside of camp in their off-duty hours.  USO hostesses conducted work 

that was seen to help to maintain the role (and concept) of the virtuous woman in the 

time of crisis.  

 

On 4 February 1941, the Salvation Army, YMCA, YWCA, National Catholic Community 

Services, National Travelers Aid Association and National Jewish Welfare Board officially 

pooled their resources and incorporated a new standalone non-profit organisation — the 

USO.49 

 

In addition to its nation-wide activities in the Continental US, the USO operated an 

Overseas Division.  This mirrored the same programmes, standards, and organisational 

structure of its stateside counterpart.  At the request of the War Department, it operated 

only in those overseas territories that had been assigned to it by the War Department.  

Prominent amongst these territories were the war bases leased from Great Britain, which 

extended from Newfoundland to the Atlantic coast of South America.  USO Overseas Units 

were also found in the Hawaiian Islands50, certain parts of Alaska, certain places in 

Canada, Newfoundland, Bermuda, Cuba, Jamaica, Puerto Rico, Trinidad, the Canal Zone, 

various Caribbean Islands, and places on the north-eastern coast of South America, as well 

as in the Guianas, and Brazil.  All other territories were assigned to the Red Cross with the 

exception that the USO Camp Shows could operate anywhere throughout the world when 

requested by the War Department51.52 

 

 
49  https://www.uso.org/stories/34-a-different-way-of-serving  
50  During World War 2, the Hawaiian Islands had the greatest aggregation of USO clubs and services 
51  USO Manual Community Conducted Operations. 
52  http://www.ww2uso.org/history.html  

https://www.uso.org/stories/34-a-different-way-of-serving
http://www.ww2uso.org/history.html


By the height of the US involvement in World War 2, more than 3,000 USO clubs dotted 

the globe, with an estimated 1.5 million volunteers helping out during the conflict.  Those 

volunteers — specifically senior and junior hostesses — were the women who brought 

USO clubs to life.53 

 

Senior hostesses, married women over age 35, mothered servicemen by sewing insignias 

on their uniforms, and by baking sweets and making sandwiches for them54.  In most USO 

clubs, visitors referred to one woman as "Ma", but each senior hostess contributed her 

share of "mothering" to the club's atmosphere.  Servicemen and volunteers affectionately 

called Mrs Virginia de Barril of the Canal Zone’s Tivoli USO Club "Ma".55 

 

The USO dispatched its mobile centres to remote sites so troops in the field could enjoy 

their limited downtime. Thanks to these vehicles, for example, US servicemen training in 

Panama in the early 1940s had some entertainment options.56 

 

 
53  https://www.uso.org/stories/34-a-different-way-of-serving  
54  https://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.920.8849&rep=rep1&type=pdf  
55  George W. Turner, USO in Panama, 1942-1947, (Panama: USO, 1947), 
56  https://www.uso.org/stories/34-a-different-way-of-serving  
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Central Avenue, Panama City in 1942, 
near the lottery headquarters57 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
57  https://www.elistmopty.com/2021/06/avenida-central-ciudad-de-panama-en-1942.html  
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The Acoustic Shell, in the 5 de Novembiere Park, 

built on the site where the disastrous fire of 1940 

began.  The Shell was built in 1942.  The reinforced 

steel structure resembles a seashell.58 

 
58  https://www.elistmopty.com/2020/07/la-concha-acustica-del-parque-5-de.html  
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